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Welcome Back!
“Watch your thoughts; they become words. Watch your

BLACK LIVES MATTER

words; they become actions. Watch your actions; they
become habits. Watch your habits; they become character.
Watch your character; it becomes your destiny.”— Lao-Tze
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PALAZZO REALE (ROYAL
PALACE) DESCRIPTION
MOVIE
RECOMMENDATIONS

This issue is almost the same as the last one just with
updated versions of each section and a new activity
aimed at younger kids in the activity section! There
is also a global issue that is discussed which initiated
in America but worldwide support has arisen!
The scientist explored is the very well known Albert
Einstein and the historical location this week is the
Royal Palace at Via Balbi, in the historic streets of
Genoa. We hope you are enjoying these issues every

BOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS
RECIPE

week

and

that

they

provide

some

sort

of

entertainment during these times. We hope you are
all staying safe since the lockdown is being lifted
slowly and keep social distancing. Hopefully the
sweet recipes are giving you a sweet tooth and are
coming out successful, as well as having a go at the

ACTIVITIES

book and movie recommendations!
Lighthouse Team
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BLACK LIVES MATTER THE MOVEMENT
On May 25th 2020, George Floyd an African American male was
killed under the knee of a white Minneapolis police officer,
handcuffed but unarmed, this sparked protests across America for
the rights of African-Americans and as a protest against police
brutality and injustice.
This started to spread across the globe to: the UK, Germany,
France, Italy, Ireland, Denmark, The Netherlands, Israel, Sudan,
Canada, South Africa, Brazil, New Zealand and Australia. Many
celebrities have also spoken out upon the matter using their
platforms to share ways to help the movement.
In the UK hundreds of people flowed
through Trafalgar Square, and knelt
at
1PM
(Sunday
local
time)
in
Solidarity,
this
was
despite
the
prohibition of mass gatherings due to
the Coronavirus. In Germany people
gathered around the US embassy in
protest. In Italy, similar to Germany,
protestors stood outside the US
Embassy in Milan with signs declaring
"Stop killing black people," "Say his
name," and "We will not be silent.".
The most common protests were in
the US, starting from Minneapolis
where buildings were damaged and
chaos was everywhere.
Racism has been a common problem throughout history,
significantly in America, and now through media and video
recordings this brutality can be seen by the world, hence the
opposition to the concept and the rise of protests amongst all age
groups.
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In simple terms for understanding of the matter at hand take a
look at this analogy through this comic strip:

Ways in which you can help:
https://blacklivesmatters.carrd.co/
Share
on
social
media,
spread
awareness
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ALBERT EINSTEIN:
BIOGRAPHY
“On March 14, 1879, Albert Einstein is
born, the son of a Jewish electrical
engineer in Ulm, Germany. After a
childhood in Germany and Italy,
Einstein
studied
physics
and
mathematics
at
the
Federal
Polytechnic
Academy
in
Zurich,
Switzerland.
That
year,
which
historians of Einstein’s career call
the
annus
mirabilis–the
“miracle
year”–he published five theoretical
papers that were to have a profound
effect on the development of modern
physics.
In
the
following
years,
Einstein
made
continued
contributions to quantum theory and
began work on a theory which he
hoped
would
encompass
quantum
mechanics and his own relativity
theory as a grand explanation of the
workings of the universe. As a worldrenowned public figure, he became
increasingly political - this made him
an unpopular figure, and after Nazi
leader Adolf Hitler became chancellor
of
Germany
in
1933
Einstein
renounced his German citizenship
and left the country. Albert Einstein,
one of the most creative minds in
human history, died in Princeton in
1955.”
For
more
information:
https://www.history.com/this-dayin-history/albert-einstein-born
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PALAZZO REALE (ROYAL
PALACE): DESCRIPTION
It was built in the 17th century by the Balbi Family but was later
sold to the Durazzo family and later to the Savoia family from
which the royal name comes from; it was finally given to the state
in the 20th century.

The Balbi Family: They made their
income through silk and fabric trade
originating
from
the
Ligurian
Hinterland. When they transitioned
into the business of finance it allowed
them the entry into the Genoese
aristocracy,
crowned
by
the
construction of this Palace.The first
phase of work on the palace was ended
after
the
death
of
Stefano
and
Giovanni Battista Balbi (1657) from
which it was sold to the Durazzo
family.
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The Durazzo Family: They were the
descendants of a family who had fled
from Albania after living as slaves
where they became merchants to
which was followed through. They
were established as one of the most
important families in Genoa after
reaching the Doge’s palace, once they
had bought the Royal Palace they
enlarged it by including a gallery of
mirrors, modifying the portal, atrium
and staircases plus adding a courtyard
and a hanging garden overlooking via
Prè. During their hold of the palace,
there were frequent visitors from
notable people such as the King of
Spain- Philip IV and the Emperor
Joseph II of Habsburg Lorraine. Once
Girolamo III Luigi Durazzo died it was
sold to the Savoia family (15 years
later).
The Savoia Family: King Carlo Felice di
Savoia turned the palace into the
summer residence for the family, where
he transformed the rooms (including the
throne
room,
audiences
room
and
ballroom) and the apartments on the
first floor, he also built a bridge which
connected the Palace to the Port. After
the capital of Italy was changed to Rome
the family would visit the palace less
and therefore it was sold to the state.
During the second world war the palace was bombed and damaged
which resulted in restoration to take place, this unfortunately
resulted in the bridge being demolished. Due to the different
families there are different styles (started in Baroque and
continued in Neoclassical) within the palace making it unique
since every room is different.
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WEEKLY BOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Demons, by Fyodor Dostoevsky
“Demons is a novel by Fyodor Dostoevsky, first published in the
journal The Russian Messenger in 1871–72. It is considered one of
the four masterworks written by Dostoevsky after his return from
Siberian exile, along with Crime and Punishment, The Idiot and
The Brothers Karamazov”
Review: “Demons is a thought-provoking book that captures the
attention of the reader by the richness of detail, the engaging
and differentiated narration” - Goodreads
Scientist Biography
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WEEKLY MOVIE
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Animals:
Spirit

Mystery
Gnome Alone

Family
The Little rascals
The Willoughbys
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SWEET RECIPE:

Chocolate Cupcakes: Total time - 35mins, prep time - 15 mins, cook time - 20 mins
Link for full recipe: https://sallysbakingaddiction.com/super-moist-chocolate-cupcakes/

Ingredients
All-purpose flour - 3/4 cup (95g)
Unsweetened cocoa powder - 1/2 cup (45g)
Baking powder - 3/4 teaspoon
Baking soda -1/2 teaspoon
Salt - 1/4 teaspoon
Eggs - 2
Sugar -1/2 cup (100g)
Light brown sugar - 1/2 cup (100g)
Vegetable/canola oil/melted coconut oil -1/3
cup (80ml)
Pure vanilla extract - 2 teaspoons
Buttermilk - 1/2 cup (120ml)

Preparation:
1. Preheat the oven to 177°C. Line a 12-cup muffin pan with
cupcake liners. Line a second pan with 2 liners – this recipe
makes about 14 cupcakes. Set aside.
2. Whisk the flour, cocoa powder, baking powder, baking
soda, and salt together in a large bowl until thoroughly
combined. Set aside.
3. In a medium bowl, whisk the eggs, granulated sugar, brown
sugar, oil, and vanilla together until combined.
4. Pour half of the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients.
Then half of the buttermilk. Gently whisk for a few seconds.
Repeat with the remaining wet ingredients and buttermilk.
5. Stir until combined; do not over mix. (The batter will be
thin.)
6. Pour or spoon the batter into the liners. Fill only halfway.
7. Bake for 18-20 minutes
8. Allow to cool completely before frosting. Top with
sprinkles, if desired. Store leftovers in the refrigerator for
up to 5 days.
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ACTIVITIES:
Weekly Word-Search: Photography

Words:

Album
Aperture
Camera
Emulsion
Enlargement
Film
Filter
Focus

Model
Montage
Photograph
Pose
Positive
Proof
Red Eye
Reprint

Retake
Shoot
Slide
Snap
Still
Studio
Tripod
Zoom Lens
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ACTIVITIES:
Weekly Crossword:
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ACTIVITIES:
Weekly Connect the Dots: Castle

Color me in!

